SHERMAN OAKS, CA (March 17, 2022) - Celebrity florist Michael Uncapher, co-owner and Managing Director of Los Angeles’ premiere floral design studio MARK’S GARDEN®, will design the floral arrangements and decor for this year's Governors Ball, the Academy's official post-Oscars® celebration. This will mark the 28th year MARK’S GARDEN has provided florals for the Governors Ball, which will take place on March 27, 2022 immediately following the 94th Oscars Ceremony.

This year, Uncapher's floral compositions will feature rich shades of purple and burgundy with highlights of teal, blue and green accented with a shimmer of gold. Over 400 arrangements will be hand-crafted with lavender tulips, purple sweet peas, radiant blue muscari, shocking blue hydrangea, green cymbidium orchids, roses and more to sit atop the guest tables where Academy members will be celebrating Hollywood's biggest night in film. Over ten thousand blooms are carefully selected and imported to the United States from countries worldwide, including Chile, Ecuador, Holland and Thailand.

“The florals for this year's Governors Ball aspire to mimic the unifying elements of film,” said Michael Uncapher. “The uniquely hued selections will be architecturally arranged with ombre-like effects of various intensities to highlight the meshing of distinctively different colors and specimens to create beauty. The overall imagery will feature the power of blending contrasting objects to create one beautiful image – much like is done in bringing films to life.”

MARK’S GARDEN® is well-known for its innovative floral designs. Uncapher’s work has been featured at Hollywood's biggest events including the Golden Globe Awards, Emmy Awards, and Oscars® Governors Ball, as well as private celebrity events such as Paris Hilton and Carter Reum’s wedding, Justin and Hailey Beiber’s wedding, Marleen and Anthony Davis’ wedding, Kim Kardashian’s baby shower and more. For additional information about MARK’S GARDEN, please visit marksgarden.com.
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